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1 True Statistics Revisited 1,
3 False Statistics Revisited 2,
4 False Statistics Revisited 2,

A Self-assessment Test on Statistics Revisited Articles

Answers

The answers to the questions are given below, together with details of the issues of the Journal of Family Planning and Reproductive Health Care in which the relevant articles can be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Relevant article/issue</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Relevant article/issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 False</td>
<td>Statistics Revisited 2, 28(2): 101–104</td>
<td>8 False</td>
<td>Statistics Revisited 3, 28(3): 159–161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This A3-style report is an excellent resource that purports to be a stimulus for practice nurses working in primary care settings to engage in teaching and learning about contraception and sexual health services within a multidisciplinary network. The publication is timely as now is the opportunity to be responsive to the current and continuing contraceptive service provision. The nature of working in primary care is often in an independent capacity and this report illustrates the value of working in a spirit of partnership to address future service provision. It is only hoped that the report does not sit on a desk or collect dust from sitting on a bookshelf but acts as a springboard to make things happen.

Linda Hayes, MA, RN
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CD REVIEW

The Durex Sex Education CD-ROM. Available free of charge from Durex CD-ROM Myriad PR Ltd, Gemini House, Bartholomew’s Walk, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4WW, UK or durex@myriadpr.com.

This CD is intended to help teachers develop lessons to highlight the importance of using condoms against sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and pregnancy. It has lesson plans, handouts, exercises and debates with brief information sections on contraceptives, infections and resources.

The introductory cartoons to each section were excellent, but all the handouts that can be printed out and copied had the logo ‘Durex’ at the bottom. Although perhaps predictable on a promotional, a bit inadequate and a bit biased. Not recommended unless you are able and knowledgeable enough to select what you want from it.
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